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How sensory data form cognition has been subject to

extensive discussion from the past. The etymological
meanings of the terms that denote ‘to see/ look at’ and ‘to
perceive’ have been corresponding and complementary in
most of the Indo-European languages including Sanskrit.
Although some such terms were semantically restricted
over time some others retained the breadth of meaning their
Proto Indo-European roots had carried. The somatic activity
of seeing/ looking at something and the cognitive activity of
perceiving it share a series of terms where those denotative
of ‘visual perception’seem to be predominent. This paper
concisely compares selected Proto Indo-European roots and
their derivatives in Indo-Germanic, Indo-Iranian and IndoAryan languages to recognize some interesting matches and
mismatches in terms of phonetic composition and meaning.
It also argues that in the context of Indian philosophy the
terms that denote to see and to perceive are more strikingly
corresponding than they do in other environments.
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erception constitutes a significant
dimension of epistemology while the
nature of perception based on sensory datahas
been debated for centuries in the east and the west
alike. It is self-evident that visual sensory data are
gathered when onesees or looks at physical objects
with his naked eyes, upon whichcognitive activity
suchdata are then decoded and interpreted. This
paper attempts to compare and examine concisely
the etymological multivalence of a fewterms in
Indo-European languages,with special attention
to those in Indian philosophical contexts, which
are known to denote ‘knowledge’ and ‘visual
perception’ to recognize some interesting matches
and mismatches in terms of phonetic composition
and meaning. It also argues that the terms that
denote ‘to see’ and ‘to know’ are more strikingly
corresponding in the context of Indian philosophy
in particular than they do in other environments.
It is thus expected to shed some significant light
on epistemological research on visual data as the
foremost set of sensory data that form knowledge.
It is observed that words that denote ‘to
see’ also mean ‘to know’ in most of the languages
from the Indo-European language family, whereas
in few other languages it is not so.However, this
observationimplies thatthe means of knowledge,
at least for speakers of the languages which seem
to treat ‘seeing’ and ‘knowing’ as corresponding
activities, more strongly rely upon ‘ocular
source’ rather than the other sources of sensory
perception. Examining the etymological history of
several pertinent wordsmay help us understand
this fact better.
The words derived from Proto IndoEuropean (PIE)root *weid- (to see) appear in
someIndo-Germanic languages in different forms
. The English words such as‘wise’ (<Old English
wīs, wise), ‘wisdom’ (<Old Englishwīsdōm wisdom/ learning), ‘wiseacre’ (<Old High German
wīzagviz.knowledgeable)’have derived from the
suffixed form (*weid-to-) of the aforementioned

PIE root whereas ‘wit’ (including all of its
derivatives such as witty and witness) descended
from its zero-grade form (*wid-). This PIE root in
its form *weid-e, with the participle form *weidto,has given birth to a number of English words,
the current usage of which ismore semantically
connected with the somatic act of ‘seeing’ or
‘sight’rather than cognition, i.e., the mental
process of ‘knowing’.
The English wordsexercised alone and
in compounds such as ‘vision, vide, view, visage,
visor, visit, vista, voyeur, and clairvoyant’and
those found to be lemma in prefixed and suffixed
words such as ‘ad-vise, de-vise (things seen
down), im-pro-vise (not-before-seen > not seen
ahead), re-vise (to see anew), di-vide (two-seen) ,
e-vid-ent (seen out clearly) ’ derived from the Latin
root vidērē. The significance of this Latin root
which is both transitive and intransitive in verb
paradigms obviously lies, within the parameters
of the present discussion, in the fact that it
etymologicallyconnotes both ‘to see/look at with
the (physical) eyes’ and ‘to see/look at with other
organs of sense /the mind/the mind’s eye , viz. ‘to
notice, perceive, discern or understand’.Among
the above English derivatives, the words such as
‘vision’, ‘view’ and,though originally from French,
‘clairvoyant’also carry, in contemporary usage in
particular, both the strata of the meaning that
their Latin root is known to impart. In the Greek,
Slavic, and Bohemian counterpartsof the PIE root
under discussioneach stem has two distinct forms
with obviously separate meanings:ειδέναι (eidenai
- to know) /ιδειν (idein - to see),vĕdĕti (to know)/
vidĕti (to see) and vjedjeti (to know)/ vidjeti (to see)
respectively. However, the Sanskrit stem √vid,
which iswidely accepted to have derived from
the PIE root *wid-(the zero-grade form of *weid) does not impart the meaning ‘to see (with the
physical eyes)’ in any literary context,presumably
including Vedic texts ,though the root √vid often
means ‘to know, notice, perceive, learn, and
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understand’. Similarly, the Pali equivalent of this
root is also devoid of the meaning ‘to see’ but is
found often employed in the sense ‘to know, to
sense, or to experience’. All Sanskrit and Pali
word formations from the root √vid are thus
related only to ‘knowing’ and ‘knowledge’,which
are not somatic in functional terms; viz. devoid
of the ‘physical act of seeing with the eyes’. The
root √vid stands for the meaning identical to that
in classical Sanskrit, ‘to know’, in old Bactrian
language preserved in Avestan scriptures as well .
Given this exception it can generally be assumed
that the primary meaning of the PIE root *weidin Indo-Iranian andIndo-Aryan languages has
not been as extensive as that in Indo-Germanic
languages.
The usage of the English word ‘wit’ derived
from the Proto-German and Old English stem
*witjan/witan (to know) was first recorded to
mean ‘one’s ability to make clever remarks in an
amusing way’ in 1542 and to denoteits nomen
agentis, ‘one who is clever or intellectual’, in about
1470 . Although theEnglish word ‘wit’ alone, in its
current usage,does not possess any implication
like‘to see with the physical eyes’, the verb and noun
‘witness’ in contemporary English is obviously
connected with one's ocular activity.Therefore,
it is obvious that ‘to witness’ is still understood
and accepted, interestingly enougheven in nonphilosophical contexts, to be the most ‘reliable’
means of knowledge acquisition. Nevertheless, in
modern German, the wordformations from the
infinitive ‘wissen’ also remain to mean only ‘to
know’, which is understandly ‘mental’ in terms of
the locus of activity.
It isthen unequivocalto us that the PIE
root *weid-has generated verbal stems to mean
almost only ‘to know’ in most of the Indo-Aryan
/ Iranian Languages and those to mean both ‘to
know’ and ‘to see (with the physical eyes)’ in many
Indo-Germanic languages. With such an initial
conjecture it would then be worthinspecting a few
Sanskrit verbal stems which etymologicallymean
‘to see’ so that the interrelation between ocular
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activity and cognition can be analysed in light of
epistemology. The verbal stems most commonly
and oftenest observed both in the Vedic language
and Sanskrit to mean ‘to see’ or ‘to look at’
are √dṛś, √spaś, √lok and √īkṣ. of these stems,
√dṛś which is declined as √paśin several tenses
and moods should be highlightedsince it forms
the noun ‘darśana’ known, in general, to signify
‘philosophy’ or ‘profound thinking’. In its current
usage, darśanaseems to be best translated as
‘vision’ in English but it is manifest that,etym
ologically,‘darśana’(in Sanskrit) and ‘vision’ (in
English) derivefrom two mutually different verbal
stemsboth in phoneticand semantic terms. To
elaborate, the PIE root of √dṛś is deemed to be
*derk- (full-grade) which appears as *dṛk-on(t)- in
its suffixed zero-grade form . The root ‘δερκεςθαι
(derkesthai)’ in Greek which etymologically
means ‘to see clearly’ forms the morpheme ‘δρακ’
(drak) while its Latin equivalent remainsto be
‘dracō’from which ‘dragon’ in current English
derives. As is observed in the Avesta, the Old
Bactrian stem ‘darəs’ (to look) is also a derivative
of the PIE root *derk-. The Sanskrit noun
‘darśana’ is heavily loaded with both meanings,
i.e., ‘seeing’ and ‘knowing/perception’, though it
would be quite puzzling not to see any prominent
English equivalentwith identical meaning derived
from this very root. The stem variant √spaś(to see/
to perceive) is better understood when mapped
onto its PIE root, *spek- (to observe) . This PIE
root appears in Latin as specere (to look at) and
in Greek as σκεπτεσθαι (skeptesthai – to examine/
consider) in a similar manner it does in Sanskrit.
A considerably large number of English words
in use such as ‘spy’ , ‘espy’ (<Old French espier
= to watch), ‘specimen’, ‘aspects’, ‘inspect’,
‘perspicuous’, ‘respect’, and ‘speculate’stem from
this PIE root via its Latin form,specere. Many of
such words, along with their affixes,carry either
of the meanings, ‘seeing’ or ‘knowing-throughseeing’, viz. perception,whilethe Sanskrit words
derived from √spaś also denoteboth the ocular
activity alone as well as the mental activity
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through the ocular activity. The Sanskrit roots
√lok and √īkṣ whose PIE cognates areconsidered
to beassociated with those of √ruc and √aś
respectively arefound in both Vedic language and
classical Sanskrit primarily not only to mean ‘to
see (with the physical eyes)’ but also in the sense
‘to know’.The English verb ‘to look’ (<Old English
lōcian< West Germanic lokōn) in the sense ‘to
perceive’ corresponds tothe Sanskrit equivalent
√lok although from the PIE root *ekw –(to see/
eye) derives the English word ‘ocular’ (<Latin
oculus, Greek öσσε, οκταλλοσ) as is found inthe
Platonic ‘ocularcentric paradigm’ and many other
philosophical discourses. The root *ekw– is well
preserved,though in different grade forms, in most
of the sub-families of the Indo-Europeanlanguage
including Old High German ‘ouga’ (> German
Auge), Old Saxon ‘ōga’ (> Dutch oog), Old Norse
‘auga’ (>Swedish öga), Old English ‘ēage’ (>
English ‘eye’),and more strikingly,Russian ‘oko’,
and Lithuanian ‘aki-s’. Most of the words in
daughter languages derived from the PIE root
*ekw-arefound employed in diverse contexts to
mean, interestingly, both ‘seeing (with the physical
eyes)’ and ‘knowing’.
With such deliberations we maynow
look into why direct experiential knowledge
(pratyakṣain Sanskrit, paccakkha in Pali)
in which visual perception seems to be the
foremost, takes priority over the other sources
of perception as a means of valid knowledge
(pramāṇa). Almost all Indian philosophical
streams including Buddhism have in common
accepted more accommodatingly the credibility
or authoritativeness of (visual) perception over
the other means of knowledge. Manu,author
of the most acclaimed SanskritDharmaśāstra
work titled Manusmṛti, states,though rather
implicitly, thateven in the Vedic epistemology
pratyakṣais considered the most authoritative
in worldly matters. Further, in the Naiyāyikas’
construal of the epistemology of perception is
found pratyakṣato be the most credible out of
the four means of knowledge while Sāṃkya,
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Vaiśeṣika and Prābhākara-Mīmāṃsā philosophers
admitpratyakṣain preference toeither anumāna
(logical inference) orśabda (verbal testimony)
or both. Notably, it is the Cārvākas who accept
nothing else but only pratyakṣaas the means
of valid knowledge. Dinnāga, Vasubandhu,
Śāntarakṣita, Dharmakīrti, Nāgārjuna and such
other major Buddhist philosophers have refuted
Jainas’ and many Hindu philosophers’lines
of reasoning byelaborately interpreting,with
extensive arguments,direct visual perception as
the most authoritative.
While elucidating the philosophical
dimensions of visual perception Buddhist
philosophylogically rebutsnine invalid sources
of knowledge including even scriptural tradition
(piṭakasampadā)
and
(divine)
revelation
(anussava) upon which many other Indian schools
of philosophyare inclined to rely substantially.
Buddhism thus offers an opportunity to approach
and thereby know its philosophy empirically (ehipassiko) and in person (paccattaṃ veditabbo)
and also advocates twofold perceptions for
enlightenment: sensory (indriyapratyakṣa) and
extrasensory (atīndriyapratyakṣa). It should
therefore bemanifest that pratyakṣa has been
considered to be the most authoritative and credible
over the other means of knowledge in almost
all Indian religio-philosophical contextsacross
ages.Moreover, since the term pratyakṣa(pratiakṣa),which literally means ‘(present) before the
eye(s)’,isexercised in a much broader sense to
include not just the (physical) eyes but also all the
sensory organs one possesses, ‘seeing with the
physical eyes’ predominates over the other sensory
activitiesin perception.It would also be interesting
to note here that the Pali term ‘paccakkha (<paṭiakkha)’ is found in the early Buddhist texts in the
sense ‘personal’, substantiating the fact that ‘to
see an object with one’s own eyes’ is interpreted
as ‘to experience itpersonally’. Similarly observed,
vipassanā (lit. insight)taken to be the most effective
introspective meditation in Buddhism is often
introduced as ‘paccakkha-gñāna’ (knowledge by
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direct perception). The Sanskrit word ‘sākṣa’ (saakṣa),which is recurrently found in its ablative
form ‘sākṣāt’and which forms other related words
like ‘sākṣi’, ‘sākṣya’ and ‘sākṣin’also has retained
itsascribed meaning more related to the cognitive
activity rather than to ‘seeing’ physically. In order
to narrow down the sensory perception to the
‘physical act of seeing’, the collocation ‘direct
perception’ has been preferred by many English
writers whose usage of the adjective ‘direct’
indicates their understanding of the absence of
any obstruction between the perceiver and the
perceived.
Further, one who in the flesh ‘sees’ an object
with his physical eyes is eligibleto be considered
asone who gains direct/ personal knowledge
of the very object. This thesis would be clearer
ifeven a fewhonorific epithets to the Buddha as
in Pali scriptures are examined. Of such terms,
the most frequently foundare‘sabba-dassāvī (allseer ), samantacakkhu (all-eyed) and sabbaññū
(all-knower, i.e., one who is omniscient). These
epithets except the last involve the act of ‘seeing’
and the ‘eyes’ whether or not used metaphorically.
It is also observed in the Buddhist philosophical
texts of the Theravada tradition that the terms
known to denote‘knowledge’ (gñāna) and ‘seeing’
(dassana) are collocates as well as compounds (as
in gñānadassana) .
In conclusion, ‘seeing (with the physical
eyes)’ and ‘perception (and thereby wisdom)’
canbe postulated as two corresponding and
complementary activities in terms of the terms
that denote them in most of the Indo-European
lanagues. Furthermore, some terms that were
etymologically broader and richer in meaning
seem to have lost their polysemy and remained
less denotative compared to their PIE roots. A
linguistic approach to such terms would thus
provide us with a broader understanding of the
history and the interrelation of the concept words
in the epistemology of perception.

Abbreviations
A		
DA 		
DhsA		
J		
M		
MS		
P		
PM		
PV		
PvA		
SN 		
Sdhp		
SS		
V		
VM		

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Aṅguttara Nikāya
Dīghanikāya Aṭṭhakathā
Dhammasaṅgaṇī Aṭṭhakathā
Jātaka
Majjhima Nikāya
Manusmṛti		
Pāṇinīya (Aṣṭādhyāyī)
Paṭisambhidāmagga
Pramāṇavārtika
Petavatthu Aṭṭhakathā
Saṃyutta Nikāya
Saddhammopāyana
Sphoṭasiddhi
Vinayapiṭaka
Visuddhimagga
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Watkins: 96-97.
Skeat (1911): 613 suggests that the PIE root of ‘divide’ be
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Sanskrit equivalent is √vidh which the words such as vidhavā
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*uidere of being its PIE stem which he calls ‘a lost verb’. Cf.
dīuidere in Latin (to divide, to separate).
Shipley: 188.
Skeat (1911): 613 provides that the Latin root uidēre means
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as explained by the Grimm’s Law of sound shifting. [The
accurate English translation of the term ‘samprasāraṇa’ is
rather debated. See Edgerton: 222-223].
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Monier Williams cites ‘to observe’ as one of the meanings of
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anydue reference. Williams: 963.
10. Davids: 625, 647, 648.
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11. frâ ashava vîdhvå mraotû (Avesta Yasna 1.3) [vîdhvå = vidvān
(Skt.)] 						
vîdush mazdå ahurahyâ (Avesta Yasna 28.4) [vîdush = viduḥ
(Skt.)]						
vaêdâ tat ýâ ahmî mazdâ (Avesta Yasna 46.2) [vaêdâ = veda
(Skt.)].
12. Cf. The Gothic words unvits /unweis (= unwise) and
unfaurveis (= unforeseen), also the Welsh word gwydd
(=knowledge, presence) convey both meanings, i.e, sight and
knowledge.
13. Barnhart: 1207, Cf. ‘wit’ [or ‘wiz < wizard’, as in pc-wiz,
web-wiz] in English and ‘-vid’ in Sanskrit (as in śāstra-vid,
brahma-vid) as agent nouns.
14. P. 7.3.78.
15. Watkins: 16, Pokorny: 213.
16. darəsatā= ‘visible, beautiful to see' (Avesta Yasna 4.37).
17. Cf. Gothic tarhjan and Sanskrit darśana.
18. Watkins: 82. Pokorny suggests *spek̂.
19. The metathesized form of *spek is *skep-. It is thus more
likely that the English words such as ‘sceptic’ are more
philologically derived from their Greek equivalents rather
than from the Latin roots which undergo no metathesis.
20. Cf. Skt. spaśa which means ‘spy’.
21. The Avestan equivalent (spasyeiti) is closer to the Sanskrit
root in terms of its phonological composition than to the
Pali root. See Davids: 447. 			
In the Ṛgveda, spāśayate (causative, active present) is found in
the sense ‘to make clear, to show, to perceive and to observe’.
The corresponding roots in the Germanic languages do not,in
general,drop the preceding syllable‘s-’ of the root but often
undergo metathesis.
22. P. 1.3.63.
23. Monier Williams (3, 170) doubts that the roots √īkṣ and √aś
are interconnected though the latter from which the word
akṣi is derived is in the Uṇādisūtra-s.
24. “The world of knowledge ... [which] when seen is also inferred
to be the universal author of all things beautiful and right,
parent of light and of the lord of light in this visible world,
and the immediate source of truth in the intellectual; and
that this is the power upon which he who would act rationally
either in public or private life must have his eye fixed”. Plato’s
Republic: VII 517 [my italics].
25. According to Jainism, the term ‘pratyakṣa’,however,does
not mean the perception through the empirical/ physical
act which involves the eyes but consists of avadhijñāna
(visual knowledge), manoparyāyajñāna (intuition of mental
knowledge) and kevalajñāna (pure and perfect knowledge).
Jainism definesakṣi not as the ‘eye’ but the ‘soul’.
26. Maṇḍanamiśra states that ‘the revelation (of an object) clearly
or vaguely is confined to direct perception. In the case of the
other means of knowledge, there is either apprehension (of
the object) or not at all’. SS.23 (S. Iyer’s translation, my
italics).
27. pratyakṣenānumityā
vā
yastūpāyo
na
budhyate
etadvidanti vedena tasmādvedasya vedatā		
[The Veda is called ‘veda’ (knowledge) because by means of
the Veda are learnt the means which cannot be known by
direct perception or inference], MS: 7.
28. Dharmakīrti ironically argues that to merely possess a
sharp (physical) vision may not be entertainedas facilitating
valid knowledge, in the sense the knowledge that helps us
liberate ourselves, and thence is not a pramā (true cognition).
Otherwise even vultures should be honoured. PV. 2.35.
29. A. 3:65 (Kālāma Sutta).	
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know that there are others also who have suffered
for the country's freedom and are worse off. She
tells the husband to mortgage the house and to
feed the children and take a pledge not to break
the Congress seal and sell foreign cloth. She says,

^^eSa eqgj rksM+us dks dHkh u dgw¡xhA MkDVj rks dqN ve`r fiyk u
nsxkA---eSa th gh dj D;k midkj dj nw¡xhA ns'k dks LojkT; feys]
yksx lq[kh gksa] cyk ls eSa ej tkÅaxhA gtkjksa vkneh tsy tk jgs
gSa] fdrus ?kj rckg gks x,] rks D;k lcls T;knk I;kjh esjh tku
gS\**17
She further adds, ^^esjh nok nk: fd fpark u djksA
bZ'oj fd tks bPNk gksxh] oks gh gksxkA cky cPps Hkw[ks ejrs gSa
ejus nksA ns'k esa djksM+ks vkneh ,sls gSa ftudh n'kk gekjh n'kk ls
Hkh [kjkc gSA ge u jgsaxs] ns'k rks lq[kh jgsxk**18
The story shows a time when even a
bedridden lady refuses treatment of her ailment
at the cost of the Swarajya for the country. Though
she is not actively participating in the movement
but she is no less than a warrior.
Another story Gulli-Danda shows author’s
immense love for each and everything that
belongs to his country. The very special feature of
this story is its strong message of ‘Swadeshi’, in
a very easy and simple way. Munshiji expresses
his great fondness for the native games, especially
Gulli-Danda, which he thinks is better than any
other foreign games and urges countrymen to opt
for it , ^^foykf;rh [ksyksa esa lcls cM+k ,sc gS fd muds lkeku

egaxs gksrs gSaA tc rd de ls de ,d lSdM+k uk [kpZ dhft;s]
f[kykfM+;ksa esa 'kqekj ugha gks ikrkA ;gk¡ xqYyh MaMk gS tks fcuk fgax
fiQVdjh ds pks[kk jax nsrk gS_ ij ge vaxzsth pht+ksa ds ihNs ,sls
nhokus gks jgs gSa fd viuh lHkh pht+ksa ls v#fp gks x;h gSA Ldwyksa
esa ,d yM+ds ls rhu&pkj #i;s lkykuk dsoy [ksyus fd iQhl
yh tkrh gS] fdlh dks ;s ugha lw>rk fd Hkkjrh; [ksy f[kyk,a tks
fcuk nke dkSM+h ds [ksys tkrs gSaA vaxzsth [ksy muds fy, gSa ftuds
ikl èku gSA**19
Munshi Premchand’s literary works
brought out that how during that period;
patriotism had become a religion and an integral
part of the day to day life of the people. After going

17. Taavaan , Maansarovar, Bhaag: 1(2010), Delhi, Medha Books,
p.248.
18. Ibid, pp.252-253.
19. Gulli-Danda , Maansarovar, Bhaag: 1(2010), Delhi, Medha
Books, p.143.
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through his stories one comes to know that the
loyalty towards nation knew no boundaries of
age, gender, class or community. People from all
walks of life and of all ages had put their heart
and soul for the noble cause of emancipation of
the motherland. The simplicity and clarity in the
language makes his literary works so lucid and
absorbing that while reading them the emanation
of a strong sense of zeal and attachment for the
country is inevitable. Scenes are so lively depicted
that a reader actually ends up going through the
same emotions which the characters undergo.
Premchand’s contribution towards the national
movement through his writings was enormous
and certainly must have inspired many to join the
movement, during the critical phase of freedom
struggle.

(Continued from Page No. 16)
Believing ......

Seeing is


30. Note here that ‘passiko’, lit. ‘see’ (<passa, imperative mood)
stands for the imperative ‘know’ or ‘understand’. Cf. SN 4.3.1.
31. Cf. paccakkha (clear, evident, perceptible to the sense: DhsA
254, PvA 125, Sdhp 416), paccakkhato (from personal
experience: J 5.45; 1.252; 3.168),paccakkhena (personally:
J 1.377), and appaccakkhāya (without seeing or direct
perception VM 532). Davids: 383.
32. M. 2.127 “yo sabbaññū sabbadassāvī aparisesaṃñānadassanaṃ
paṭijānissati”. Cf. A. 4. 428-429, M.1.111.
33. Noteworthy is that the English agent noun‘seer’(lit. one
who sees, Sanskrit darśavant, Pali dassāvin) is knownto
denote‘prophet’ or ‘one having clairvoyance’ (and thereby
‘wiser’ than others). In Celtic *wid-, it is seen preserved in
the sense ‘seer’ as observed in the compound nouns such as
*dru-wid.
34. PM. 1.131-132.
35. ‘Omni-scient’, the English rendering of the Pali term concerned
here,contains the lemma‛-scient’ (< Latin scire – to know)
derived from the PIE root *skei- (to cut off, to discern),from
which the Sanskrit equivalent √chid too descends, but which
is not related to the act of ‘seeing’. Nevertheless, the German
equivalent of English ‘omniscient’ is ‘all-wissend’and consists
of the German derivative of the PIE *weid-. Cf: Pokorny: 919922.
36. Cf. DA 1.22, PM. 2.244, V. 2.178; Cullaniddesa 235:
“yāvatakaṃ gñeyyaṃ tāvatakaṃ gñānaṃ”,V 3.91: “yaṃ gñānam
taṃ dassanaṃ yaṃ dassanaṃ taṃ gñānam”.		
“All things visible are knowable as well as our knowledge is
based on empirical grounds”.Davids:287-288.

